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Infra-Red Heater
1. There is a risk of injury if you do not follow the instructions

printed in this guide.

2. This equipment should only be used by a competent adult who
has read and understood these instructions.  Anyone with a
temporary or permanent disability should seek expert advice
before using the equipment.

3. Keep all children, animals and bystanders away from the work
area. Ensure the floor of the work area is free from trip hazards
and non-slip.

4. Never use the equipment if you are ill, tired or under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

5. Never operate electrical switches with wet hands.

6. Always switch off and unplug the equipment from the power supply before moving or
cleaning.

7. Check the equipment before use, if it shows signs of damage request a replacement.

It is important to read this entire leaflet before using the Infra-Red Heater - 240volt

Using Infra-Red Heater
Positioning:
1. These heaters are for INDOOR USE ONLY.
2. Do not expose the heater or power cables to rain or wet conditions. Any water

entering the heater will increase the risk of electric shock.
3. DO NOT use this heater in a bathroom, shower room or any other wet

environment.
4. NEVER locate the heater near combustible materials such as curtains, furniture,

etc.  Allow at least 1 metre clearance.
5. DO NOT locate the heater close to an adjacent wall or low ceiling.  Allow at least

1 metre clearance.  Avoid placing the heater directly below power sockets.
6. Take care to ensure that the wire guard cannot be covered.
7. DO NOT operate the heater in an explosive environment such as in the presence

of flammable liquids, gases or dust such as in a spray booth.
8. NEVER stand the heater on a moveable vehicle where it may tip over.
9. Do not allow the halogen tubes to become covered in dust which could become a

fire hazard.  If used in a dusty workplace, it should be cleaned using a compressed
air line (ALWAYS wear a dust mask if performing this operation).

10. Never touch the halogen tubes for at least 15 minutes after switching off.
11. DO NOT use the heater with a programmable timer used to switch it on automatically.
12. Use only in an upright position.
13. DO NOT leave the heater unattended.
14. If children are present ALWAYS use with a fireguard.
15. Store the heater out of reach of children and do not allow persons unfamiliar with

these instructions to operate it.

Please keep this leaflet safely as it may be required for future reference
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Electrical safety
1.The equipment is designed to plug

directly into a standard 240volt, 13 amp
socket.  Make sure the equipment and
power socket are switched off before
plugging into the power supply.

2.If the equipment fails to operate or the
power cable or plug become damaged,
contact your hirer.  Do not try to repair it
yourself.

3.Keep the power cable out of harm’s way.

4.Extension leads should be unwound
fully, never run them through water, over
sharp objects or where they may be a
trip hazard. 

5.Use a suitable RCD (Residual Current
Operated Device) to reduce the risk of
electric shock.

6.ALWAYS disconnect from the mains
supply before moving the heater or
performing any cleaning or maintenance
tasks.

Operation
1.Position the heater where required and

lock the castors to prevent the heater
from moving.

2.Slacken the locking knobs and rotate the
heater body to the required angle.
Tighten the locking knobs on each side to
lock into place.

3.The angle of tilt MUST NOT exceed
45degrees as this could lead to the
heater overheating.

4.NEVER position the heater pointing
vertically downwards.

5.Connect the mains cable to a suitable
power supply.

6.Use the On/Off switches to on either one
or both heating elements. 

7.ALWAYS allow heater to cool down for 15
minutes and disconnect from mains
supply before performing any cleaning or
maintenance. 

Equipment Care
1.Once you have finished with the unit,

switch off and unplug.  Allow the unit to
cool completely.

2.Do not use sharp objects, metal scrapers,
wire brushes or wire wool pads as they can
scratch the steel.

3.Do not use bleach or any corrosive
detergent as they will damage the
surface of the unit.

Before Starting Work...




